GSSJC Activity Refund and Waitlist Policies

Activity Refunds
Refunds may be issued with a minimum of two weeks cancelation notice to Council (three weeks for equitation programs) by emailing registration@sjgs.org or calling 713-292-0370. The troop or individual has the option to transfer into another GSSJC activity or receive a refund.

NOTE: Consideration will be given in the event the request is the result of an illness, injury or death in the family. The registrar and activity manager will determine if a refund is to be issued and if the refund will be full or partial.

Activity Waitlists
Some activities are set up with waitlists to refill spots for cancelations prior to the registration deadline. Participants will automatically be registered to the waitlist when active spots are full. Girls and adults on the waitlist are not guaranteed a spot in the activity until/unless a participant cancels. Waitlist participants who are not able to be added into the activity will be refunded in full. If a waitlisted participant is no longer interested in attending an activity, please notify us immediately by emailing registration@sjgs.org or calling 713-292-0370.